Spencer RM, Blitz DM. Network feedback regulates motor output across a range of modulatory neuron activity. J Neurophysiol 115: 3249-3263, 2016. First published March 30, 2016 doi:10.1152/jn.01112.2015.-Modulatory projection neurons alter network neuron synaptic and intrinsic properties to elicit multiple different outputs. Sensory and other inputs elicit a range of modulatory neuron activity that is further shaped by network feedback, yet little is known regarding how the impact of network feedback on modulatory neurons regulates network output across a physiological range of modulatory neuron activity. Identified network neurons, a fully described connectome, and a well-characterized, identified modulatory projection neuron enabled us to address this issue in the crab (Cancer borealis) stomatogastric nervous system. The modulatory neuron modulatory commissural neuron 1 (MCN1) activates and modulates two networks that generate rhythms via different cellular mechanisms and at distinct frequencies. MCN1 is activated at rates of 5-35 Hz in vivo and in vitro. Additionally, network feedback elicits MCN1 activity time-locked to motor activity. We asked how network activation, rhythm speed, and neuron activity levels are regulated by the presence or absence of network feedback across a physiological range of MCN1 activity rates. There were both similarities and differences in responses of the two networks to MCN1 activity. Many parameters in both networks were sensitive to network feedback effects on MCN1 activity. However, for most parameters, MCN1 activity rate did not determine the extent to which network output was altered by the addition of network feedback. These data demonstrate that the influence of network feedback on modulatory neuron activity is an important determinant of network output and feedback can be effective in shaping network output regardless of the extent of network modulation. 
outputs in response to modulatory inputs (Briggman and Kristan 2008; Doi and Ramirez 2008; Harris-Warrick 2011; Marder and Bucher 2007) . One source of modulation is descending modulatory projection neurons that alter synaptic and intrinsic properties of network neurons to elicit distinct network outputs (Brodfuehrer et al. 2008; Jordan et al. 2008; Sharples et al. 2014; Stein 2009 ).
Modulatory inputs are active over a range of activity rates depending on their intrinsic properties and the strength and type of sensory stimuli (Blitz et al. 2004; Dubuc et al. 2008; Prisco et al. 1997; Rossignol et al. 2006; Velázquez-Ulloa et al. 2003) . Additionally, network feedback to projection neurons results in phasic activity patterns time-locked to motor output (Arshavsky et al. 1988; Buchanan and Einum 2008; Kozlov et al. 2014) . Sensory and other stimuli can also modulate network feedback, altering its impact on projection neuron activity (Blitz 2015; Blitz and Nusbaum 2012) . Despite the prevalence of network feedback eliciting phasic modulatory neuron activity, many studies utilize tonic activation of modulatory inputs to study their influence on neural networks (Blitz et al. 1999; Frost et al. 2001; Liu and Jordan 2005; Puhl et al. 2012) . Thus there is a need to compare the influence of tonic and phasic modulatory neuron activity to understand the role of network feedback and its regulation of projection neuron activity.
Our understanding of how modulatory neuron activity is translated to network output across a range of activity is complicated by modulatory inputs using complements of modulatory and classical transmitters, as well as electrical synapses, in various combinations, to act on network targets (Kristan et al. 2005; Nusbaum 2002; Nusbaum et al. 2001 ). Each component is likely influenced in distinct ways by activity of the modulatory input (Cazalis et al. 1985; Peng and Horn 1991; Pereda et al. 2013; Vilim et al. 1996; Whim and Lloyd 1989) . Thus it is not a simple task to predict the relationship between modulatory neuron activity and network output. The impact of modulatory neuron activity rate and/or phasic vs. tonic activity on some aspects of motor network output has been examined (Bartos et al. 1999; Hurwitz et al. 2005; Jing and Weiss 2005; Severi et al. 2014; Wood et al. 2004 ), yet the sensitivity of a CPG network to the effects of network feedback on modulatory neuron activity, across a physiological range of activity rates, has not been determined.
We address these issues using a leading model system for the study of neural network modulation, the stomatogastric nervous system (STNS) (Marder 2012; Marder and Bucher 2007; Stein 2009 ). The connectome of the related pyloric (filtering of food) and gastric mill (chewing) networks has been determined, and there are identified modulatory projection neuron inputs with known cotransmitters and network targets (Nusbaum et al. 2001; Stein 2009 ). In particular, modulatory commissural neuron 1 (MCN1) activates and modulates the pyloric and gastric mill networks and is activated in different ways in response to multiple inputs in vitro and in vivo (Bartos and Nusbaum 1997; Beenhakker and Nusbaum 2004; Blitz et al. 1999 Blitz et al. , 2004 Christie et al. 2004; Coleman and Nusbaum 1994; Hedrich et al. 2009 Hedrich et al. , 2011 Stein et al. 2007) . Previous studies used a limited range of MCN1 activity to explore the consequences for a subset of rhythm parameters (Bartos et al. 1999; Wood et al. 2000) . Here, we examined responses of two networks that generate rhythmic activity through distinct cellular mechanisms and cycle at different frequencies, across a physiological range of modulatory projection neuron activity rates, with vs. without network feedback phase-locking modulatory neuron activity to motor activity.
We find similarities and differences in responses of the pyloric and gastric mill networks. This includes differences in how rhythm speed and neuronal activity levels of both networks are regulated by MCN1 activity rate and the presence vs. absence of network feedback. Additionally, there are differences in the range of MCN1 activity that reliably activates each rhythm. There was an interaction between the effects of feedback and MCN1 activity rate for network activation. However, for most other parameters MCN1 rate did not interact with the effects of network feedback on MCN1 in determining network output. Therefore, the control of modulatory projection neuron activity plays important roles in the regulation of motor output, with the influence of network feedback able to contribute across a physiological range of modulatory neuron activity.
METHODS
Animals. Male C. borealis crabs were obtained from commercial suppliers (Fresh Lobster, Gloucester, MA; Ocean Resources, Sedgwick, ME) and maintained in recirculating filtered artificial seawater tanks at 10 -12°C. Crabs were fed a diet of thawed squid and maintained in holding tanks for at least a week prior to use in an experiment. Animals were cold-anesthetized by packing in ice for 30 -45 min prior to dissection.
As detailed previously, the foregut was removed from the animal, bisected along the ventral surface, and pinned in a dark Sylgardcoated dish containing chilled C. borealis saline (ϳ4°C). The STNS (Fig. 1 ) was dissected free of surrounding tissue, removed from the foregut, and pinned in a clear Sylgard-lined petri dish for electrophysiological recordings Gutierrez and Grashow 2009) . Preparations were continually superfused with C. borealis saline chilled (8 -11°C) with Peltier wafers (Digi-Key Electronics) in a custom-made chamber (Miami University Instrumentation Laboratory) throughout electrophysiological experiments. In all experiments, the stomatogastric ganglion (STG) was isolated from descending commissural ganglion (CoG) inputs by building petroleum jelly (Vaseline, Amazon) wells around each CoG and replacing the saline with an isotonic sucrose (750 mM) solution (Fig. 1A) (Russell 1979) . Fig. 1 . The modulatory projection neuron modulatory commissural neuron 1 (MCN1) activates and modulates the pyloric and gastric mill rhythms. A: schematic illustrates the structure of the isolated stomatogastric nervous system and the projection pathway of MCN1. For clarity, the full axonal projection of only 1 MCN1 is shown. Gray circles indicate Vaseline wells in which commissural ganglia (CoGs) were sucrose blocked. Square pulses indicate sites of MCN1 axon stimulation within the inferior [o]esophageal nerve (ion). B: MCN1 acts on pyloric rhythm generator neurons [anterior burster (AB), pyloric dilator (PD)] and gastric mill rhythm generator neurons [interneuron 1 (Int1), lateral gastric (LG)]. T-bars indicate modulatory excitation, ball and stick represent inhibitory synapses, and resistors indicate electrical synapses. Break in MCN1 axon indicates additional distance between CoG and stomatogastric ganglion (STG). Sine wave indicates pacemaker properties. C: tick marks indicate an example of tonic (left) and "pylorictimed" (right) stimulation. Stimulation of MCN1 left (MCN1-L) and MCN1 right (MCN1-R) was alternated. Activity rates refer to the combined MCN1-L and MCN1-R rates. To mimic the regulation of MCN1 activity by pyloric feedback, PD neuron activity was used to trigger pauses in MCN1 stimulation during pyloric-timed stimulations (right) without altering the firing rate between these pauses (see METHODS). The "pyloric-timed" stimulation rate refers to the rate between the PD-triggered pauses. Solutions. C. borealis saline consisted of (in mM) 440 NaCl, 26 MgCl 2 , 13 CaCl 2 , 11 KCl, 10 Trizma base, and 5 maleic acid (pH 7.4 -7.6).
Electrophysiology. Custom-made extracellular electrodes were used to obtain recordings of motor and connecting nerves. For each recording one stainless steel wire of each pair was placed alongside a nerve and isolated from the main bath with Vaseline, while the other wire was placed in the main bath compartment. Extracellular signals were filtered and amplified with differential AC amplifiers (model 1700, A-M Systems), digitized at ϳ5 kHz with a Micro 1401 data acquisition interface (Cambridge Electronic Design), and recorded with Spike2 software (v7, Cambridge Electronic Design) on a personal computer (Dell).
MCN1 left and right were activated through extracellular stimulation of their axon in the inferior [o] esophageal nerve (ion) (Fig. 1 ). MCN1 and modulatory commissural neuron 5 (MCN5) are the only two neurons projecting from the CoG to the STG through the ion. They have distinct effects on STG neurons, with the MCN1 voltage threshold typically lower than that of MCN5 (Bartos and Nusbaum 1997; Coleman et al. 1995; Norris et al. 1996) . The voltage threshold of MCN1 left and right was independently determined in each preparation, and any preparation in which each MCN1 could not be stimulated in the absence of MCN5 was not used in this study.
Stimulations were performed with a Grass S88 and SIU5 stimulus isolation units (Natus Neurology-Grass Products). Stimulation of MCN1 left and right alternated with evenly spaced interstimulus intervals at 0.5 times the desired frequency (e.g., Fig. 1C ). MCN1 was stimulated [1 ms, 5-35 Hz (2.5-17.5 Hz each MCN)] tonically or with pyloric-timed interruptions in the tonic stimulations, without otherwise altering the stimulation rate (Fig. 1C) . Tonic stimulation refers to constant interstimulus intervals throughout the stimulation, whereas for pyloric-timed stimulations periodic pauses in MCN1 stimulation were triggered by bursts of activity in the pyloric dilator (PD) neurons (Fig. 1C) (Wood et al. 2004 ). This replicates the pauses in MCN1 activity elicited by rhythmic feedback from the pyloric pacemaker, anterior burster (AB) neuron Nusbaum 2008, 2012; Coleman and Nusbaum 1994) . The AB and PD neurons fire together because of electrical coupling, and PD is a more readily recorded monitor of AB feedback timing Eisen and Marder 1982) . Thus PD was used for timing interruptions in the MCN1 stimulations (Wood et al. 2004) . PD burst detection and feedback to the MCN1 stimulation was performed with Spike2 software and a custom-written script (freely available at http://stg. rutgers.edu/resources/). Except where otherwise indicated, the reported MCN1 stimulation rate refers to the total frequency of MCN1 left plus right for tonic stimulations and the frequency of MCN1 left plus right between the PD-timed interruptions for pyloric-timed stimulations (Fig. 1C) . In 20 of 23 experiments, a single tonic stimulation at each stimulation rate was bracketed by pyloric-timed stimulations at that rate. The pyloric-timed stimulation before or after the tonic stimulation was chosen at random for analysis. In the remaining 3 of 23 experiments, the order of a single tonic and a single pyloric stimulation at each rate was randomized. In all experiments, the order of stimulation rates was randomized.
Data analysis. To determine whether a pyloric rhythm was activated by MCN1, we assayed whether regular triphasic alternation of the PD, lateral pyloric (LP), and pyloric (PY) neurons (e.g., Fig. 1 ) was elicited within 100 s of stimulation (Soofi et al. 2014) . The gastric mill rhythm is defined as 1:1 alternation between the lateral gastric (LG) and dorsal gastric (DG) neurons (e.g., Fig. 1 ) (Heinzel et al. 1993; Marder and Bucher 2007; Norris et al. 1994 ). The criterion we used for gastric mill rhythm activation was whether a minimum of 10 consecutive cycles of 1:1 LG/DG alternation occurred, with an onset prior to 200 s of stimulation.
For quantification of pyloric and gastric mill rhythms, we used a length of activity that included 10 consecutive 1:1 alternating LG/DG gastric mill cycles and analyzed multiple parameters of gastric mill, pyloric, and gastro-pyloric neuron activity across this time period. Data were analyzed with custom-written scripts (available at http:// stg.rutgers.edu/resources/) for use with Spike2 software. Although all gastric mill rhythms used for analysis began prior to 200 s of stimulation, because of the variable time at which a stable 1:1 alternating gastric mill rhythm was established and the large range of cycle periods, the time frame of the 10 consecutive gastric mill cycles varied across stimulations and preparations. However, we verified that the time of the stimulation did not impact the measured parameter. For each parameter measured for each neuron, the time of analysis relative to the onset of the stimulation accounted for Ͻ10% of the variance in the response (r 2 : 2.070 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 -0.096, Pearson correlation; n ϭ 2-21 for each parameter). Thus all data were grouped based on the stimulation type (with vs. without feedback) and the rate (tonic/between pyloric-timed interruptions; Fig. 1C ), regardless of time after stimulation for the onset of analysis.
The MCN1-modulated pyloric rhythm is distinct during the two phases of the gastric mill rhythm (Bartos and Nusbaum 1997) . These phases are protraction, during the LG burst, and retraction, during the LG interburst ( Fig. 1D) (Diehl et al. 2013; Heinzel et al. 1993; Norris et al. 1994) . Because of LG presynaptic inhibition of the MCN1 terminals, there is a reduction in MCN1 excitation to the pyloric network during each protraction phase (Fig. 1B) (Bartos and Nusbaum 1997; Coleman et al. 1995; Coleman and Nusbaum 1994; Nusbaum et al. 1992) . Therefore, pyloric neuron activity was analyzed separately for pyloric cycles occurring during protraction and retraction. Some neurons are active in time with both the pyloric and gastric mill networks (Weimann et al. 1991) . These neurons fire rhythmic bursts of action potentials timed to the pyloric rhythm, but primarily during one phase of the gastric mill rhythm (i.e., protraction or retraction). These neurons are silent or fire occasional action potentials during the other phase of the gastric mill rhythm. For these neurons, we analyzed their pyloric-timed activity only during the gastric mill phase in which they are primarily active [protraction: inferior cardiac (IC), medial gastric (MG); retraction: ventricular dilator (VD)] Norris et al. 1994 ) (e.g., Fig. 1 ).
Rhythm cycle period is defined as the duration from the start of a PD (pyloric) or LG (gastric mill) neuron burst to the start of the subsequent PD or LG neuron burst. For most neurons examined, burst duration (time from the first action potential to the last action potential in a burst), number of action potentials (spikes) per burst, and firing rate (number of spikes minus 1 divided by burst duration) were quantified. Most neurons analyzed in this study occur as a single copy, and their activity can be readily analyzed from extracellular recordings. As there are two PD neurons that cannot be analyzed individually from extracellular recordings, only burst duration of PD neurons was analyzed.
To determine the burst structure of the LG neuron, we quantified the percentage of LG action potentials per bin (20 bins per pyloric cycle) out of the total number of LG action potentials that occurred in each pyloric cycle. Each pyloric cycle was normalized to the duration from onset of a PD burst to onset of the subsequent PD burst. For each MCN1 stimulation, this analysis was performed for 10 LG bursts. The PD duty cycle (% of cycle in which PD neurons were active) and LG action potential timing were analyzed across all pyloric cycles during these 10 LG bursts. We summed the percentage of LG action potentials across the first 35% of the pyloric cycle (bins 1-7) in order to compare the extent of pyloric timing between different MCN1 stimulations. This duration is based on the previously measured time frame of pyloric-timed pauses in MCN1 and LG activity Blitz and Nusbaum 2012; White and Nusbaum 2011) .
Figures were prepared with Spike2 (Cambridge Electronic Design), SigmaPlot (v13.0, SYSTAT Software), and CorelDraw (v16, Corel) software. In Fig. 3 , an extracellular recording was duplicated with a single unit digitally removed with a custom-written script in Spike2. Manual inspection was used to ensure that only the single unit was removed. Pearson correlation (SigmaPlot) was used to examine cor-relations of network output parameters and analysis time windows or MCN1 activity rate. To compare correlation coefficients, Fisher r-to-z transformation was performed (http://vassarstats.net/rdiff.html). Binomial regression (R v3.1.2, R Core Team 2015) was used to assay dependence of rhythm activation on MCN1 activity rate and feedback effects on MCN1. Two-way within-subject analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were performed to investigate the influence of the feedback effects on MCN1 and the MCN1 activity rate on network output parameters with PROC MIXED in SAS for Windows version 9.4. Effects were considered to be significant at P Ͻ 0.05. Data are expressed as means Ϯ SE.
RESULTS
The pyloric CPG is pacemaker driven with a cycle period in vivo and in vitro of ϳ1-2.5 s (Clemens et al. 1998; Hamood and Marder 2015a; Hedrich et al. 2011) . The AB neuron is a pacemaker and thus rhythm generator neuron for the pyloric network (Marder and Bucher 2007) . Because of strong electrical coupling, the PD neurons are active in time with AB and are part of the pacemaker ensemble for the pyloric rhythm ( Fig.  1 ) (Eisen and Marder 1982) . As the PD neurons are motor neurons, they are readily recorded in a peripheral nerve and were used throughout this study to monitor the rhythm generator component of the pyloric network.
In contrast to the pyloric CPG, the gastric mill CPG is network driven with a cycle period of 10 -50 s Clemens et al. 1998; Diehl et al. 2013; Hamood and Marder 2015b) . The core rhythm generator consists of reciprocal inhibition between the LG neuron and interneuron 1 (Int1) (Marder and Bucher 2007; White and Nusbaum 2011) . Throughout this study, we used the LG motor neuron as a monitor of rhythm generation for the gastric mill network.
We also examined the sensitivity of network neurons that are not required for generation of the rhythm but contribute to other aspects of the motor pattern (i.e., pattern generator neurons), including a pyloric neuron (LP), a gastric mill neuron (DG), and three neurons considered gastro-pyloric because of both pyloric and gastric mill components of their activity (Weimann et al. 1991) , the MG, IC, and VD neurons (Fig. 1D) .
To examine the effects of only the MCN1 modulatory input in the absence of other modulatory inputs, we eliminated activity in the CoGs by replacing the saline in wells around the CoGs with isotonic (750 mM) sucrose (Fig. 1A ) (Russell 1979) . Under these conditions, the gastric mill rhythm remained off and the pyloric rhythm slowed or occasionally stopped completely as is typical for these networks with descending inputs removed (Hamood et al. 2015; Marder and Bucher 2007; Zhang et al. 2009 ). Thus the baseline conditions for all MCN1 stimulations consisted of the absence of a gastric mill rhythm and either a slow or an absent pyloric rhythm.
MCN1 can be activated in vitro and in vivo from ϳ5 to 35 Hz and with different activity patterns Blitz et al. 2004 Christie et al. 2004; Hedrich et al. 2009 Hedrich et al. , 2011 . One means by which the MCN1 activity pattern is controlled is through regulation of CPG feedback (Blitz 2015; Nusbaum 2008, 2012) . For instance, inhibitory feedback from the pyloric pacemaker AB neuron can time-lock MCN1 activity to ongoing pyloric activity (i.e., pyloric timed) (Fig. 1) . Eliminating the AB feedback synapse eliminates the pyloric-timed gaps in MCN1 activity but does not otherwise alter MCN1 interspike intervals. That is, interspike intervals in the absence of AB feedback are the same as those occurring between the pyloric-timed gaps with AB feedback Blitz and Nusbaum 2012; DM Blitz, unpublished observation) . Thus, to compare the impact of MCN1 activity without vs. with network feedback, we used "tonic" MCN1 stimulations (constant interstimulus interval, 5-35 Hz) or "pyloric-timed" stimulations (periodic interruptions time-locked to AB/PD activity with all other interstimulus intervals matched to the comparable tonic stimulation; see METHODS) ( Fig. 1C) and examined responses of the pyloric and gastric mill networks across this activity range of the modulatory projection neuron MCN1.
Activation. In the majority of preparations, after inputs from the CoGs were inactivated the pyloric cycle period increased (n ϭ 16/23). However, in a subset of preparations the pyloric rhythm turned off in baseline conditions (n ϭ 7/23). A complete pyloric rhythm is defined as triphasic bursting of the PD, LP, and PY neurons ( Fig. 1 ) (Marder and Bucher 2007) . Qualitatively, MCN1 modulatory actions on the pyloric network are evident within seconds of stimulation (Bartos et al. 1999; Coleman and Nusbaum 1994; Stein et al. 2007 ). We determined whether tonic or pyloric-timed MCN1 stimulation at frequencies of 5-35 Hz elicited a regular triphasic pyloric rhythm within 100 s of stimulation in preparations in which the pyloric rhythm was inactive at baseline: 5-Hz MCN1 pylorictimed stimulations elicited a complete pyloric rhythm in three of five (60%) preparations, while tonic 5-Hz MCN1 stimulations did so in four of six (67%) preparations tested (Fig. 2) . Above 5 Hz, however, there was only one experiment in which a complete pyloric rhythm was not activated in response to MCN1 stimulation at 10 Hz [tonic and pyloric timed; n ϭ 6/7 (86%)], while 15-35 Hz activated complete pyloric rhythms in all preparations [15 Hz pyloric timed: n ϭ 6/6 (100%); 35 Hz: n ϭ 2/2 (100%); all others n ϭ 7/7 (100%)] (Fig. 2) . Thus pyloric CPG activation was influenced by MCN1 activity rate (df ϭ 6, 2 ϭ 17.33, P ϭ 0.008; binomial regression) but not by the effects of network feedback on MCN1 activity (df ϭ 1, 2 ϭ 0.03, P ϭ 0.860) or the interaction of rate and feedback effects (df ϭ 6, 2 ϭ 0.02, P ϭ 1.00). We next asked whether the distinct cellular mechanisms of rhythm generation in the gastric mill network resulted in a different activation range. Unlike the pyloric rhythm, the gastric mill rhythm is network driven and produces oscillations at a 10-fold-slower frequency. A gastric mill rhythm consists of alternating bursts in the LG and DG motor neurons, controlling the lateral and medial teeth inside the foregut (Heinzel et al. 1993; Marder and Bucher 2007) . We defined MCN1 activation of the gastric mill rhythm as 10 consecutive alternating (1:1)
LG and DG bursts that initiated within the first 200 s of MCN1 stimulation (see METHODS). Unlike the pyloric CPG, in most preparations 5-Hz MCN1 stimulation was unable to activate a gastric mill rhythm [pyloric timed: n ϭ 0/8 (0%); tonic: n ϭ 1/10 (10%)] (Fig. 3) . Further supporting this distinction between the pyloric and gastric mill networks, in an additional 18 preparations there was no activation of the gastric mill rhythm during 5-Hz stimulations lasting at least 100 s. Faster MCN1 firing rates, however, did activate regular gastric mill rhythms. For instance, at 10 Hz a regular gastric mill rhythm was elicited in 15/22 (68%) preparations in response to tonic stimulation and in 10/20 (50%) with pyloric-timed stimulations. We found that the range over which MCN1 stimulations were most effective at eliciting a gastric mill rhythm differed for pylorictimed vs. tonic stimulations. Tonic stimulations elicited the highest percentage of regular gastric mill rhythms at 10 and 15 Hz [n ϭ 15/22 (68%)], while pyloric-timed stimulations elicited the highest percentage of regular gastric mill rhythms at 20 Hz [n ϭ 21/23 (91%)]. At higher MCN1 stimulation rates, although the LG and DG neurons were activated they often did not maintain a regular 1:1 alternation (Fig. 3D) . At these high rates, regardless of whether feedback was regulating MCN1 Fig. 3 . MCN1 stimulation elicits a gastric mill rhythm over a limited range of activity rates for both tonic and pyloric-timed stimulations. A: in control conditions, the gastric mill rhythm was always silent. B and C: in the example traces shown, 5-Hz tonic MCN1 stimulation (B) did not activate gastric mill neurons, while 20-Hz tonic MCN1 stimulation (C) elicited a coordinated gastric mill rhythm in which there was regular 1:1 alternating LG and DG activity. D: a 30-Hz tonic MCN1 stimulation elicited bursting in LG and DG that did not consistently alternate in a 1-for-1 manner. E: cumulative data illustrate that the middle of the MCN1 physiological range was most effective at activating a coordinated gastric mill rhythm. However, 10-to 15-Hz MCN1 stimulation elicited the highest percentage of coordinated gastric mill rhythms among tonic stimulations, while 20-Hz MCN1 stimulation elicited the highest % coordinated rhythms among pyloric-timed stimulations (n ϭ 6 -23). **P Ͻ 0.01, ***P Ͻ 0.001. Fig. 2 . MCN1 activates a pyloric rhythm across a large range of activity rates. A: in a subset of preparations, the pyloric rhythm was off in control conditions. B and C: in the example shown, a coordinated pyloric rhythm with regular triphasic (PD, LP, PY) activity was elicited by 5-Hz (B) and 30-Hz (C) tonic MCN1 stimulation. D: same recording as in C is shown with the gastric mill neuron, LG, digitally removed (see METHODS) . E: cumulative data indicate that 5-and 10-Hz MCN1 activity rates activated a coordinated pyloric rhythm in some preparations, but 15-Hz and higher stimulation rates activated a coordinated pyloric rhythm in all preparations regardless of tonic or pyloric-timed MCN1 activation (15 Hz pyloric timed: n ϭ 6; 35 Hz: n ϭ 2; all others n ϭ 7). **P Ͻ 0.01. ns, Nonsignificant. activity, stimulations were not very effective at eliciting a regular gastric mill rhythm [30 Hz: pyloric timed n ϭ 14/23 (61%), tonic n ϭ 4/21 (19%); 35 Hz: pyloric timed n ϭ 2/7 (39%); tonic n ϭ 0/6 (0%)]. Unlike the pyloric CPG, in which its activation was only sensitive to MCN1 rate, the gastric mill CPG was sensitive to both MCN1 activity rate (df ϭ 6, 2 ϭ 45.55, P ϭ 3.63 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 ; binomial regression) and the effects of network feedback on MCN1 activity (df ϭ 1, 2 ϭ 9.08, P ϭ 0.003), as well as the interaction between rate and feedback effects (df ϭ 6, 2 ϭ 15.55, P ϭ 0.016) (Fig. 3E ). This indicates that for gastric mill CPG activation but not pyloric CPG activation the influence of network feedback, through its regulation of projection neuron activity, differs depending on the modulatory neuron activity rate. Additionally, the ability of MCN1 to activate the pyloric vs. the gastric mill CPG differed for tonic stimulations (H ϭ 16.495, df ϭ 3, P ϭ 0.009; Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA on ranks, Tukey post hoc) but not for pyloric-timed stimulations (H ϭ 16.495, df ϭ 3, P ϭ 0.079).
Rhythm generator neurons. Within the activation range for both networks, we sought to determine whether there were similarities or differences in how parameters of network output were regulated by the presence vs. absence of network feedback to MCN1 across a range of MCN1 activity rates. Because of the low number of regular gastric mill rhythms at 5 and 35 Hz, we restricted our analysis to MCN1 stimulations from 10 to 30 Hz and stimulations that activated both the pyloric and gastric mill rhythms. During an ongoing gastric mill rhythm, presynaptic inhibition from LG onto the terminals of MCN1 (Fig. 1) rhythmically decreases MCN1 transmitter release, thereby decreasing the MCN1 modulation of the pyloric rhythm. As a result, pyloric CPG activity differs during the two phases of the gastric mill rhythm (i.e., protraction vs. retraction; Fig. 1 ) (Bartos and Nusbaum 1997) . Thus for pyloric cycle period and other measures of the pyloric rhythm, we separated our analyses into protraction and retraction phases (see METHODS).
We first examined cycle period, the average duration of a single cycle of each rhythm. In the example traces shown in Fig. 4 , the pyloric cycle period was shorter in response to a 30-Hz pyloric-timed MCN1 stimulation compared with a 15-Hz pyloric-timed stimulation. During both protraction and retraction phases of the gastric mill rhythm, for both tonic and pyloric-timed stimulations, pyloric cycle period decreased with increasing MCN1 stimulation rate (Fig. 4) (protraction: F 4,105 ϭ 24.87, P Ͻ 0.0001; retraction: F 4,105 ϭ 27.78, P Ͻ 0.0001; 2-way within-subject ANOVA). There was also a difference in cycle period between pyloric-timed and tonic stimulation (protraction: F 1,105 ϭ 12.90, P ϭ 0.0005; retraction: F 1,105 ϭ 23.29, P Ͻ 0.0001). There was, however, no interaction between MCN1 activity rate and the effects of network feedback (protraction: F 4,105 ϭ 0.10, P ϭ 0.9819; retraction: F 4,105 ϭ 0.30, P ϭ 0.8790).
Unlike the pyloric cycle period, the gastric mill cycle period was only regulated by the influence of feedback on MCN1 activity. For instance, the gastric mill cycle period was shorter in response to a 15-Hz pyloric-timed MCN1 stimulation (Fig.  5A ) than a 15-Hz tonic MCN1 stimulation (Fig. 5B) . The population data indicate a difference in gastric mill cycle period during pyloric-timed compared with tonic stimulations (Fig. 5C) (F 1,100 ϭ 7.22, P ϭ 0.0084; 2-way within-subject ANOVA); however, there was no significant effect of MCN1 stimulation rate on gastric mill cycle period (F 4,100 ϭ 1.92, P ϭ 0.1135). Although in the average data it appears there was a dependence of gastric mill cycle period on MCN1 stimulation rate, there was no consistent relationship in individual experiments. There was also no interaction of MCN1 rate with the feedback regulation of MCN1 activity in determining gastric Fig. 4 . Pyloric cycle period decreases with increasing MCN1 activity rate. A and B: pyloric cycle period was shorter in response to 30-Hz pyloric-timed stimulation than to 15-Hz pyloric-timed MCN1 stimulation. C: pyloric cycle period is plotted as a function of MCN1 activity rate for pyloric-timed and tonic stimulations during the protraction (top) and retraction (bottom) phases of gastric mill rhythms (n ϭ 4 -21). ***P Ͻ 0.001. mill cycle period (F 4,100 ϭ 1.24, P ϭ 0.2981). Thus another distinction between the pyloric and gastric mill networks is that MCN1 activity rate regulates pyloric cycle period but not gastric mill cycle period.
The durations of rhythm generator neuron bursts are important, as they provide electrical and chemical synaptic input to other rhythm generator as well as pattern generator neurons. As evident in example traces (Fig. 6, A and B) and average data (Fig. 6C) , the PD burst duration decreased with increasing MCN1 stimulation rate during both the protraction (n ϭ 4 -21, P Ͻ 0.0001; Table 1 ) and retraction (n ϭ 4 -21, P Ͻ 0.0001; Table 1 ) phases of the gastric mill rhythm. PD burst duration was also longer during pyloric-timed stimulations than tonic stimulations, but only during the protraction phase (protraction: P ϭ 0.0116, retraction: P ϭ 0.0598; Table 1 ). The manner in which network feedback effects on MCN1 altered PD burst duration during protraction were not dependent on MCN1 rate (P ϭ 0.8276; Table 1 ). Fig. 6 . Burst duration of pyloric rhythm generator neuron PD decreases with increasing MCN1 stimulation rate. Example traces display the activity of the two PD neurons recorded extracellularly in the pdn. At 30 Hz (B), the PD burst duration was shorter than at 15 Hz (A) MCN1 pyloric-timed stimulation. C: across preparations, there was a decrease in PD burst duration with increasing MCN1 activity rate for both tonic and pyloric-timed stimulations, during both protraction (top) and retraction (bottom) phases of the gastric mill rhythm. During the protraction phase of the gastric mill rhythm, the burst duration was also longer during pyloric-timed than tonic stimulation (n ϭ 4 -21). *P Ͻ 0.05, ***P Ͻ 0.001. ns, Nonsignificant. The gastric mill cycle period was shorter during 15-Hz pyloric-timed (A) than 15-Hz tonic (B) MCN1 stimulation. Across preparations cycle period was shorter during pyloric-timed than tonic stimulation. C: although on average across preparations gastric mill cycle periods are shorter at higher MCN1 activity rates, within individual experiments this relationship was not evident and thus gastric mill cycle period was not dependent upon MCN1 activity rate (n ϭ 4 -20). **P Ͻ 0.01. ns, Nonsignificant.
The burst duration of the gastric mill rhythm generator neuron LG was regulated by both MCN1 activity rate and feedback effects on MCN1 activity (n ϭ 4 -20, P Ͻ 0.0001; Table 1 ). For instance, at 10 Hz the LG burst duration was shorter during pyloric-timed stimulation than during tonic stimulation (Fig. 7A ), but at 30 Hz LG burst duration was longer and was similar during pyloric-timed and tonic stimulation (Fig. 7B) . However, there was no significant interaction between MCN1 activity rate and feedback effects on MCN1 in regulating LG burst duration (P ϭ 0.1659; Table 1 ).
There was a positive correlation between gastric mill rhythm generator (LG) burst duration and the rate of pyloric-timed MCN1 stimulations (r ϭ 0.313, P ϭ 0.007; Pearson correlation) but no significant correlation for tonic stimulations (r ϭ 0.152, P ϭ 0.259). This is in contrast to the pyloric rhythm generator (PD) burst duration, which was negatively correlated with MCN1 stimulation rate in response to tonic and pylorictimed stimulations (tonic: protraction r ϭ Ϫ0.500, P ϭ 4.8 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 , retraction r ϭ Ϫ0.501, P ϭ 4.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 ; pyloric timed: protraction r ϭ Ϫ0.551, P ϭ 1.9 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 , retraction r ϭ Ϫ0.566, P ϭ 8.1 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 ; Pearson correlation) (Fig. 4) . The correlation coefficients for LG and PD burst durations were different for both pyloric-timed MCN1 stimulations (protraction: z ϭ 5.68, P ϭ 0; retraction: z ϭ 5.77, P ϭ 0; Fisher r-to-z transformation) and tonic MCN1 stimulations (protraction: z ϭ 4.2, P ϭ 0; retraction: z ϭ 4.21, P ϭ 0). Thus burst durations of rhythm generator neurons in the pyloric and gastric mill networks are distinctly regulated by MCN1 activity.
Pattern generator neurons. We aimed to determine whether network neurons beyond those necessary for rhythm generation in the distinct pyloric and gastric mill networks were sensitive to how network feedback regulates MCN1 activity across the range of MCN1 activity rate. Neuronal activity levels (burst duration, number of action potentials per burst, and firing rate) of pattern generator neurons for both networks (pyloric: LP; gastric mill: DG) were measured. Additionally, we examined the activity of gastro-pyloric neurons (IC, VD, MG), which have activity linked to both the pyloric and gastric mill rhythms Weimann et al. 1991) . Despite the 10-fold difference in their cycle periods, for pyloric and gastric mill network neurons as well as gastro-pyloric neurons many activity parameters were different in response to pyloric-timed compared with tonic MCN1 activity while some were sensitive to MCN1 rate only and some to only the effects of feedback on MCN1 activity (Table 1) . With the exception of the firing rate of the VD neuron (P ϭ 0.0213; Two-way within-subject ANOVA (PD: n ϭ 4 -21; LP: n ϭ 3-15; IC: n ϭ 3-16; VD: n ϭ 4 -18; MG: n ϭ 2-6; LG: n ϭ 4 -20; DG: n ϭ 4 -20). Pro, gastric mill protraction phase; Ret, gastric mill retraction phase; ND, not determined. *Comparing responses to MCN1 stimulation with feedback (pyloric timed) to without feedback (tonic) stimulations. Significant P values are in bold.
gastric mill networks differently than tonic MCN1 stimulations. However, most of the measured parameters were not influenced by interactions between feedback effects on MCN1 activity and the MCN1 activity rate (Table 1; see above) .
In addition to the parameters measured above, network feedback to MCN1 also has consequences for the gastric mill motor pattern in terms of the burst structure of the gastric mill neuron LG. Specifically, pyloric-timed MCN1 activity elicits pyloric-timed action potentials across the LG bursts (Blitz and Nusbaum 2012; White and Nusbaum 2011; Wood et al. 2004 ) ( Fig. 5A; Fig. 7, A and B) . MCN1 acts on LG via electrical coupling and activation of a modulator-activated inward current (I MI ) by one of its peptide transmitters (Coleman et al. 1995; DeLong et al. 2009b; Stein et al. 2007 ). We hypothesized that because of the properties of these MCN1 synapses onto LG, the LG burst structure would have a different dependence on how feedback affected MCN1 activity at low vs. high MCN1 activity rates. For instance, at high MCN1 activity rates an increased modulator-activated current could maintain the LG membrane potential above action potential threshold for a longer duration after MCN1 action potentials paused and raise LG membrane potential above threshold more quickly when MCN1 resumed firing after a pyloric-timed gap. If so, these actions would serve to decrease the extent of the pyloric-timed gaps in LG at high MCN1 rates compared with those occurring during lower MCN1 activity rates.
Contrary to our hypothesis, recordings of LG in response to pyloric-timed MCN1 activity at three MCN1 activity rates (10 20, 30 Hz) suggest that, as with other parameters measured in this study, the impact of network feedback on MCN1 activity does not depend on MCN1 activity rate. Specifically, similar gaps in LG action potentials are evident in time with PD bursts at all three MCN1 activity rates (Fig. 8, Ai-Ci) . To quantify the LG burst structure, we measured the distribution of LG spikes across a normalized pyloric cycle at each stimulation rate (see METHODS) . A decrease in the average percentage of LG action potentials per bin is evident during and shortly after the PD burst (Fig. 8, Aii-Cii) . The average percentage of LG action Fig. 7 . Burst duration of gastric mill rhythm generator neuron LG is regulated by MCN1 activity rate and the effects of network feedback on MCN1. A: a 10-Hz pyloric-timed MCN1 stimulation (Ai) elicited shorter LG neuron bursts than a 10-Hz tonic MCN1 stimulation (Aii). B: at 30 Hz, the LG burst duration was longer than at 10 Hz for both pyloric timed (Bi) and tonic (Bii) MCN1 stimulations. C: across multiple preparations, the LG bust duration was longer during tonic MCN1 stimulations than pyloric-timed stimulations and increased with higher MCN1 stimulation rates (n ϭ 4 -20). ***P Ͻ 0.001. Fig. 8 . Network neuron burst structure is regulated by feedback effects on MCN1 activity but not by MCN1 activity rate. Ai-Ci: in traces from an example experiment, rhythmic interruptions in the LG neuron bursts time-locked to the pyloric rhythm (PD: pdn) are evident during pyloric-timed MCN1 stimulation at 10 (Ai), 20 (Bi), and 30 (Ci) Hz. Aii-Cii: the LG burst structure was quantified by binning the timing of all LG action potentials during 10 gastric mill cycles in each condition relative to the pyloric cycle (normalized to 1.0; see METHODS). This analysis demonstrates that there is a smaller % of LG action potentials during and for a short period after the PD neuron burst at the 3 example MCN1 activity rates. D: the average % of LG action potentials occurring during the initial 35% of the pyloric cycle (Blitz and Nusbaum 2012; see METHODS) was greater during tonic stimulations than during pyloric-timed stimulations. However, there was no dependence of burst structure on MCN1 stimulation rate (n ϭ 4 -20). ***P Ͻ 0.001. ns, Nonsignificant. NETWORK SENSITIVITY TO MODULATORY NEURON ACTIVITY potentials during the initial 35% of the pyloric cycle (Blitz and Nusbaum 2012; see METHODS) was lower during pyloric-timed MCN1 stimulations compared with tonic stimulations (Fig.  8D ) (F 4,99 ϭ 1,020.08, P Ͻ 0.0001; 2-way within-subject ANOVA). However, there was no difference in the degree of pyloric timing in the LG burst structure during pyloric-timed stimulations from 10 Hz to 30 Hz (Fig. 8) (F 4,99 ϭ 0.94, P ϭ 0.4433). Thus the ability of pyloric-timed MCN1 activity to activate the gastric mill network depended on the MCN1 activity rate. However, for almost all other parameters quantifying the output of the pyloric and gastric mill networks in this study, the impact of network feedback, through its regulation of projection neuron activity, was consistent across the full physiological range of modulatory neuron activity rate.
Feedback regulation of MCN1 activity. As discussed above, pyloric network feedback elicits pyloric-timed gaps in MCN1 activity but does not otherwise alter MCN1 interspike intervals Blitz and Nusbaum 2012; DM Blitz, unpublished observations) . Thus we compared the effects of tonic stimulations to pyloric-timed stimulations that had the same interspike intervals except for pyloric-timed longer duration gaps ( Fig. 1C; Fig. 9A ), to replicate the effects of network feedback on MCN1 activity. This approach allowed identification of parameters that were sensitive to the influence of network feedback on MCN1 activity. However, because we examined network responses over the course of 10 gastric mill cycles, there were multiple pyloric-timed gaps per MCN1 stimulation. This resulted in network feedback not only altering the pattern of MCN1 action potentials but also lowering the average rate. In particular, for tonic MCN1 rates of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 Hz, the average pyloric-timed MCN1 rates (Fig. 9A) were 3. 8, 7.6, 11.0, 14.9, 17.7, 21.4 , and 23.9 Hz (n ϭ 5-21). Therefore, pyloric-timed MCN1 activity might have different effects on network output than tonic MCN1 activity for multiple reasons: the neurons may be sensitive to the pattern of MCN1 activity, to the average MCN1 activity rate, or to both pattern and average rate.
To examine whether there may be an influence of average rate we plotted the data for parameters that were distinct between tonic and pyloric-timed stimulations, i.e., distinct in response to MCN1 activity with vs. without network feedback in two ways. For five example parameters, when the data were plotted against tonic and pyloric-timed (i.e., excluding the pyloric-timed gaps, Fig. 9A ) MCN1 rates, separation between the data sets was evident (Fig. 9, B-F) . However, when data from pyloric-timed stimulations were instead plotted against average pyloric-timed rates (i.e., including the pyloric-timed gaps, Fig. 9A ), the pyloric-timed plots aligned closely with the tonic stimulation plots (Fig. 9, B-F) . The convergence of the curves when plotted against average rate suggests that network parameters are sensitive to the lower average activity rate elicited by network feedback, albeit without ruling out contributions from network feedback altering the MCN1 activity pattern. However, we did not perform statistical analyses Fig. 9 . Network neuron activity parameters that differ in response to tonic vs. pylorictimed MCN1 activity may be sensitive to average MCN1 activity rate. A: the "pylorictimed" MCN1 rate refers to the rate between the pyloric-timed gaps (open circle), while the "average pyloric-timed" rate (gray circle) is the rate throughout the stimulation, including the longer-duration gaps due to network feedback. Thus tonic (filled circle) and pyloric-timed MCN1 rates MCN1 are the same, while the average rates during pyloric-timed stimulations are lower than the comparable tonic stimulation. All stimulation rates are the cumulative rate of MCN1-Left and MCN1-Right alternating (see METH-ODS) . B-F: when plotted against the tonic and pyloric-timed stimulation rates (filled and open circles, respectively), there is separation between the tonic and pyloric-timed data for the % of coordinated gastric mill rhythms elicited (B), IC firing rate (C), VD number of spikes per burst (D), and LG firing rate (E) and number of spikes per burst (F). When the data in response to pylorictimed stimulations are instead plotted against the average pyloric-timed rate (gray circles), there is overlap with the tonic stimulation data (filled circles). n ϭ 6 -23 (B), 3-16 (C), 4 -18 (D), 4 -20 (E and F). because of the nonmatching data points, particularly at the extremes, when the pyloric-timed plots are shifted in this manner (Fig. 9) . Furthermore, as pyloric-timed stimulations included changes in both activity pattern and average rate, dissecting the relative contributions of feedback effects on MCN1 pattern and rate in regulating network output awaits future study (see DISCUSSION) . Yet, regardless of which feedback-elicited changes in MCN1 activity the network neurons are sensitive to, the control of modulatory neuron activity by network feedback has consequences for the output of distinct networks across a range of network modulation.
DISCUSSION
Activity of modulatory inputs can vary across a range of rates and patterns because of the type and strength of sensory input, interactions of intrinsic properties with inputs, and network feedback (Blitz et al. 2004; Dubuc et al. 2008; Prisco et al. 1997; Rossignol et al. 2006; Velázquez-Ulloa et al. 2003) . In this study, we used a wellcharacterized modulatory neuron to ask how network output is regulated across a physiological modulatory neuron activity range. Furthermore, we asked whether the changes in modulatory neuron activity due to network feedback have different effects on network output, depending on the level of modulatory neuron activity. We find that there are both similarities and distinctions in how network activation, frequency of rhythmic output, and activity levels of rhythm generator and pattern generator neurons in the distinct pyloric and gastric mill networks are controlled across a range of MCN1 activity. However, with a few exceptions such as activation of the gastric mill network, the consequences of network feedback shaping MCN1 activity are similar for network output regardless of the level of MCN1 activity.
Activity parameters of modulatory neurons. MCN1 activity ranges from ϳ5 to 35 Hz in response to chemosensory, proprioceptive, mechanosensory, and neuroendocrine inputs in vitro and in vivo Blitz et al. 2004 Christie et al. 2004; Hedrich et al. 2009 Hedrich et al. , 2011 ). Yet it is not a simple translation from activity rate to transmitter release, as different transmitters may have distinct relationships with firing rate (Peng and Horn 1991; Vilim et al. 1996; Whim and Lloyd 1989) . Even if there is a linear relationship across a physiological activity range, synaptic and cellular properties of network neurons may additionally shape network responses to modulatory inputs (Marder 2012; Nadim and Bucher 2014) .
The pyloric and gastric mill cycle periods have distinct sensitivity to MCN1 activity rate that may reflect differences in cellular mechanisms of rhythm generation. MCN1 is thought to activate a single current (I MI ) in one or more of the five pyloric pacemaker ensemble neurons, which are electrically coupled and oscillate together (Swensen and Marder 2000; Wood et al. 2000) . Although the pacemaker ensemble receives a feedback synapse, it appears to primarily function to reduce variability without impacting cycle period duration (Thirumalai et al. 2006; Zhao et al. 2011) . Thus the linear relationship between MCN1 activity rate and pyloric cycle period likely reflects a graded increase in transmitter release and amount of I MI controlling the frequency of intrinsic oscillations, whereas for the gastric mill network MCN1-activated I MI in LG and ionotropic excitation of Int1 are integrated into a network oscillator comprised of chemical and electrical synapses, of which the synaptic strengths and dynamics might also be modulated (Bartos et al. 1999; Bartos and Nusbaum 1997; Coleman et al. 1995; Nadim and Bucher 2014; Stein et al. 2007; Zhao et al. 2011) . Therefore, increasing activation of I MI is only one aspect of increased MCN1 rate, and the gastric mill cycle period appears to be more constrained by intrinsic and synaptic properties of the network. To the extent to which it has been examined in other systems, there also appears to be variability in relationships between activity rate of modulatory inputs and cycle period including relatively linear relationships (Severi et al. 2014) , no impact (Larimer and Moore 2003) , and selective regulation by some modulatory inputs but not others (Jing and Weiss 2005; Nakamura and Katakura 1995) .
In addition to rate, pattern can be an important aspect of modulatory neuron activity. In rhythmic motor systems, descending modulatory inputs often fire rhythmically during motor activity because of network feedback (Arshavsky et al. 1988; Buchanan and Einum 2008; Hedwig 2000; Kozlov et al. 2014; Nusbaum 1986 ). The synaptic strength of this feedback can be modulated by extrinsic inputs (Blitz 2015; Blitz and Nusbaum 2012) , or stronger network activity could lead to enhanced feedback. Therefore, the pattern of modulatory neuron activity is a dynamic component of a motor pathway. Although tonic activity of modulatory inputs can readily activate and/or modulate networks, there are often differences in the responses to tonic vs. rhythmic activity patterns (Abbott et al. 2011; Blitz and Nusbaum 2012; Hedwig 2000; Kozlov et al. 2014) . We found that a number of parameters in this study were different during tonic vs. pyloric-timed MCN1 activity. The differences tended to be weaker responses such as shorter burst durations or fewer action potentials per burst in response to pyloric-timed vs. tonic MCN1 activity. However, pyloric network feedback to MCN1 elicits pyloric-timed longer interspike intervals without any compensatory increase in intervening interspike intervals. Thus not only does network feedback shape the pattern of MCN1 spiking, it also decreases the average MCN1 firing rate across multiple pyloric cycles (Fig. 9) . Therefore, weaker responses to pyloric-timed stimulations may simply be a consequence of the lower average MCN1 firing rate during pyloric-timed activity compared with tonic activity (Fig. 9) . Given the modulatory transmission from MCN1 to many of its targets, a lower average firing rate may explain many consequences of network feedback on MCN1 for network output. However, additional experiments manipulating average rate separately from pattern would be necessary to determine the extent to which average MCN1 rate, MCN1 pattern, and the combination, regulate network parameters. Although not systematically explored, both activity rate and pattern can contribute to shaping the effects of modulatory inputs (Bartos et al. 1999; Hurwitz et al. 2005; Jing and Weiss 2005; Severi et al. 2014; Wood et al. 2004) . Activity rate can determine the amount of transmitter released, including potentially varying the relative amounts of cotransmitters released (Kupfermann 1991; Vilim et al. 1996) . Bursting presynaptic activity regulates transmitter release differently than tonic activity in some neurons, while in others release does not depend on activity pattern (Cazalis et al. 1985; Peng and Horn 1991; Vilim et al. 1996) . Thus further investigation will be necessary to better understand the relationships between activity rate and pattern and the release of transmitter and subsequent postsynaptic effects, to more fully appreciate how modulatory inputs determine network output.
Pyloric-timed interruptions in MCN1 activity elicit pylorictimed pauses in LG activity that are retained in muscle responses and tooth movements, eliciting a chattering mode of chewing. Thus the timing of MCN1 action potentials is behaviorally relevant (Diehl et al. 2013) . The regulation of LG burst structure was found to be consistent across MCN1 activity rates, indicating that this particular mode of chewing would be conserved across a range of strengths of network activity. The lack of sensitivity of LG burst structure to MCN1 firing rate suggests that although the occurrence of LG bursts relies on peptidergic activation of I MI (Coleman et al. 1995; DeLong et al. 2009b) , the detailed structure within the burst might be more dependent on electrical coupling between MCN1 and LG, or the time constant of I MI modulation may be sufficiently fast to allow for pyloric-timed gaps in LG spiking. The contributions of different synaptic components by which MCN1 regulates LG burst structure and whether the contributions might differ across the range of MCN1 activity remain undetermined.
Activation of distinct networks. One potential mechanism underlying distinct regulation of the pyloric and gastric mill networks is differential use of cotransmitters. MCN1 transmitters include GABA and two peptides, proctolin and Cancer borealis tachykinin peptide Ia (CabTRP Ia) (Blitz et al. 1999; Stein et al. 2007; Wood et al. 2000) . Within the gastric mill rhythm generator, MCN1 uses CabTRP Ia to act on LG and GABA to act on Int1. The pyloric rhythm generator neurons, however, are influenced by proctolin and CabTRP Ia (Stein et al. 2007; Wood et al. 2000) . It is possible that the lower pyloric threshold for reliable activation is due to the cotransmitters proctolin and CabTRP Ia converging on the same current (I MI ), which enables bursting properties in neurons (Swensen and Marder 2000; Zhao et al. 2010) . Because MCN1 uses only CabTRP Ia to activate I MI in the LG neuron (DeLong et al. 2009b; Stein et al. 2007 ), a higher MCN1 rate may be necessary to enable burst generation.
The limited ability of higher MCN1 rates to elicit a coordinated gastric mill rhythm may reflect differences in the extent to which the two networks rely on sensory feedback more so than differences in cotransmitter actions. An in vitro system often lacks components such as sensory feedback loops that might stabilize the in vivo rhythm, or recruit additional neurons. For instance, the projection neuron CPN2 when recruited by sensory and other inputs is coactive with MCN1 and through inhibition of DG Christie et al. 2004; Norris et al. 1994 ) may help maintain 1:1 LG and DG coordination. Additionally, proprioceptors activated during the retraction phase (DeLong et al. 2009a; Katz et al. 1989 ) might stabilize the gastric mill rhythm. The robustness of the pyloric rhythm across the MCN1 activity range and its lower variability compared with the gastric mill rhythm suggest that it is less dependent on external inputs (Hamood and Marder 2015b; Marder and Bucher 2007) . CPGs producing motor output that must adapt to a continually changing interaction with the external world, such as locomotion over varied terrain, are thought to be more dependent upon sensory feedback for appropriate timing such as phase transitions (Büschges et al. 2011; Stein 2014) . Chewing, in which the textures of food can change because of variety in the diet, may similarly rely more on sensory feedback than the filtering of chewed food mediated by the pyloric rhythm (Donahue et al. 2009; Lund and Kolta 2006; Stehlik 1993) .
The most well-known code for inputs to elicit particular network outputs is population coding, in which the subset of active descending inputs determines network output (Georgopoulos 1995; Jing and Weiss 2005; Lewis and Kristan 1998; Morgan et al. 2002; Zelenin 2005) . However, an alternative "activity code" in which multiple stimuli activate the same subsets of descending projection neuron inputs, but trigger different activity patterns and rates, is used in some systems to select distinct versions of motor output Blitz et al. 2004; Kohashi and Oda 2008) . Therefore it becomes more important to understand how the activity of modulatory projection neurons is regulated, including by network feedback, and how their activity is translated to network output in rhythmic motor systems. Even in the small pyloric and gastric mill networks, sensitivity to the activity range of a single modulatory input is complicated by cotransmission, the particular cellular and synaptic mechanisms of rhythm generation, and local and long-distance feedback pathways. Thus it is important to continue to explore how modulatory signals regulate output from different networks to increase our understanding of physiological flexibility of network function and as a baseline from which to investigate the impact of dysregulation of modulatory systems (Berridge and Waterhouse 2003; Clemens et al. 2006; Katz et al. 2009 ).
